An incremental knowledge acquisition-based system for supporting decisions in biomedical domains.
In Intensive Care Units doctors have to manage several alarm situations in patients. When a doctor analyzes the state of the patient, (s)he has to decide if there is an alarm situation and make decisions about what actions to perform. It is desirable to detect these situations before they occur, because the solution could be easier and the doctor has more time to react. An intelligent system could analyze the information, extract conclusions, format and order the causes leading to the severe condition. This would be helpful for a doctor, and would make the decision-making process easier. A system capable of performing such operations is presented here. This is not a diagnosis application but a tool to detect alarm situations for patient safety. A prototype capable of making retrospective evaluation of the condition of the patients has been developed. This system is based on the MCRDR technology, which has been extended to deal with the requirements of this domain. The evaluation of the system is also reported in this paper.